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Setting and Attitude 

Where characters live often contributes 
to their personalities. Different settings 
influence a character's values or 

attitude.  

Think of these examples: 

Would The Watsons go to Birmingham - 
1963 be the same story if it had been set 
anywhere but the 1960s American 

South? 

Could Sweep: The Girl and her Monster 
be set any at any time other than 
Victorian England where children were 
allowed to climb inside chimneys to 
clean? 

Would Jonah from The Giver be made 
the receiver of memories in any setting 
except for a dystopian future? 

Add examples from the novels your 
students have read. 
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Setting and Conflict 

In many novels, the setting causes the 
conflict of the story.  

Think of these examples: 

If Brian had reached his father in the oil 
fields instead of crash landing in the 
middle of the Canadian wilderness in the 
novel Hatchet, would Gary Paulsen be 
telling the reader a survival story? 

Would Sadako from Sadako and the 
Thousand Paper Cranes be faced with 
leukemia if she didn't live in 1955 
Hiroshima, Japan? 

If Naya from A Long Walk to Water didn't 
live in Southern Sudan, would she spend 

her days traveling back and forth to the 
water hole? 

Add examples from the novels your 
students have read. 
 

 

Information to Use in Classroom Discussions 



Printable Anchor Charts 
 
Each of these anchor charts are a different file to make 
for easier printing. Click on the link to get the one you 

need or collect them all. 

 

Beach 

Mountain 

City 

Forest 

Blank PowerPoint for You to add any Setting 

 

Adobe Reader 

With Adobe Reader 10 or newer, you can print posters 
by splitting the document across multiple sheets of 

paper called tiles. After printing, you piece the tiles 
together. If you have an older version of Adobe Reader, 
you can update to a newer version with a free 
download here: http://get.adobe.com/reader/ 

Printing Instructions 

Choose File > Print 

A pop-up menu will open. Select the “Poster” option 
under “Page Sizing & Handling.” The poster is set to print 
20 by 30 inches. This will tile over 8 pieces of paper. This 
size fits perfectly on the standard 22 by 32 inch flip chart. 
If you select “Size” in place of “Poster,” your poster will fit 
on a standard 8 1/2 by 11 inch piece of paper. 
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https://bookunitsteacher.com/flipchart/reading/story-elements/settingbeach.pdf
https://bookunitsteacher.com/flipchart/reading/story-elements/settingmountain.pdf
https://bookunitsteacher.com/flipchart/reading/story-elements/settingcity.pdf
https://bookunitsteacher.com/flipchart/reading/story-elements/settingforest.pdf
https://bookunitsteacher.com/flipchart/reading/story-elements/settingblank.pptx
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/


Activity #2 - Setting and Time 
 

The time is when the story happens. It may be in the past, present, or future. The time may also 

be an event such as during the Great War. Time greatly influences the plot of the story.  

The Clock...Waiting - When characters must wait for an event to take place several things can 
happen. Suspense has the reader on edge if the event is something such as the police 

locating a bomb. Anticipation can build if the character is waiting for something exciting to 

happen such as the big game or contest. 

Seasons – Little Willy's race in Stone Fox could only take place in the winter when the ground 
was snow-covered. Novels such as Because of Mr. Terupt, Schooled, Wonder, and There's a 

Boy in the Girls' Bathroom could only take place during the school year. Evan and Jessie from 

The Lemonade War would not have successful lemonade stands if it was not the hot part of 

the summer. 

Historical Time - Authors writing historical fiction must set the stories not only where and when 
the historical event took place but must remember the other differences of the era. Time has 

changed the way people speak and think. Authors incorporate slang, social behaviors, and 

practices of the time when writing historical fiction. 
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Activity #2 - Setting and Time 
 

 

Students match The Clock...Waiting devices to 

their meanings. You can extend this activity by 
having students provide examples of each time 

device. 
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The Clock...Waiting  
Cut the cards apart. Match each time device to its meaning.  

An Unanswered 

Question 

A character feels that 
something needed will 

soon happen. 
Decision 

A character is about to 
enter a dangerous 

place or go through a 
risky situation. 

Threat 

A character worries 
about how to reach a 

goal or obtain 
something needed. 

Dangle A Carrot 

A character confronts 
danger. This could be a 
villain or environmental 

danger. 

An Accident 

The reader wants to 
keep reading to 

discover how an event 
will turn out. 

A Threatening 

Feeling 

A calamity takes place, 
but the author moves to 
another part of the story 

without revealing the 
outcome of the disaster. 

A Ray Of Hope 
A character has a 
deadline to meet. The Ticking Clock 

A character has a 
choice that needs to be 

decided. 
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The Clock...Waiting Answer Key 
Match each time device to its meaning.  

An Unanswered 

Question 

The reader wants to 
keep reading to 

discover how an event 
will turn out. 

Decision 
A character has a 

choice that needs to be 
decided. 

Threat 

A character confronts 
danger. This could be a 
villain or environmental 

danger. 

Dangle A Carrot 

A character worries 
about how to reach a 

goal or obtain 
something needed. 

An Accident 

A calamity takes place, 
but the author moves to 
another part of the story 

without revealing the 
outcome of the disaster. 

A Threatening 

Feeling 

A character is about to 
enter a dangerous 

place or go through a 
risky situation. 

A Ray Of Hope 
A character feels that 
something needed will 

soon happen. 
The Ticking Clock 

A character has a 
deadline to meet. 

A character has a 

deadline to meet. 



Activity #3 - Setting and Place 
 
The setting doesn’t have to be real-time and place. It can be imaginary...a magical kingdom, the mythical 
city of Atlantis, inhabited planets in distance universes. 
The place may include the geographic location such as the Ozark Mountains and specific sites such as 
Billy’s house. 
Good authors use vivid imagery to describe the setting including the “Show, Don’t Tell” concept. Use a chart 
like this to have students locate and write sensory details. 
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See Feel Smell Taste Hear 

          



Owl Moon 
 

It was late one winter night, long past my bedtime, when Pa and I went owling. There was no wind. The trees stood still as giant 

statues. And the moon was so bright the sky seemed to shine. Somewhere behind us a train whistle blew, long and low, like a 

sad, sad song.  

I could hear it through the woolen cap Pa had pulled down over my ears. A farm dog answered the train, and then a second 

dog joined in. They sang out, trains and dogs, for a real long time. And when their voices faded away it was as quiet as a 

dream. We walked on towards the woods, Pa and I.  

Our feet crunched over the crisp snow and little gray footprints followed us. Pa made a long shadow, but mine was short and 

round. I had to run after him every now and then to keep up, and my short, round shadow bumped after me. But I never called 

out. If you go owling you have to be quiet, that’s what Pa always says. I had been waiting to go owling with Pa for a long, long 

time.  

We reached the line of pine trees, black and pointy against the sky, and Pa held up his hand. I stopped right where I was and 

waited. He looked up, as if searching the stars, as if reading a map up there. The moon made his face into a silver mask.  

Then he called: “Whoo-whoo-who-who-who-whooooooo,” the sound of a Great Horned Owl. 

See Feel Smell Taste Hear 
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Charlotte’s Web 
 

The barn was very large. It was very old. It smelled of hay and it smelled of manure. It smelled of the perspiration of tired horses 

and the wonderful sweet breath of patient cows. It often had a sort of peaceful smell as though nothing bad could happen 

ever again in the world. It smelled of grain and of harness dressing and of axle grease and of rubber boots and of new rope. 

And whenever the cat was given a fish head to eat, the barn would smell of fish. But mostly it smelled of hay, for there was 

always hay in the great loft up overhead. And there was always hay being pitched down to the cows and the horses and the 

sheep. 

See Feel Smell Taste Hear 
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Because of Winn-Dixie 
 

The Open Arms Baptist Church of Naomi isn’t a regular-looking church. The building used to be a Pick-It-Quick store, and when 

you walk in the front door, the rest thing you see is the Pick-It-Quick motto. It’s written on the floor in little tiny red tiles that make 

great big letters that say “PICK PICK PICK QUICK QUICK QUICK.” The preacher tried painting over those tiles, but the letters won’t 

stay covered up, and so the preacher has just given up and let them be.  

The other thing about the Open Arms that is different from other churches is there aren’t any pews. People bring in their own 

foldup chairs and lawn chairs, and so sometimes it looks more like the congregation is watching a parade or sitting at a 

barbecue instead of being at church. It’s kind of a strange church and I thought Winn-Dixie would t right in.  

See Feel Smell Taste Hear 
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Activity # 4 - Setting and Genre 

 

The genre of a story often dictates the setting. Look at 
these examples. 

Science Fiction  >> Outer Space  >> Future 

Fairy Tales >> the Magical Kingdom >> Usually Past 

Realistic Fiction >> Real Locations >> Usually Present 

Myth >> Heaven and Earth  >> Past 

Historical Fiction >> Real Location >> Past 

Chart Activity 
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Location Genre Definition Location Time Literature Examples 

Realistic 

Fiction 

Science 

Fiction  

 

Historical 

Fiction 

Fairy 

Tales 
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Complete the chart. 



Location Genre Definition Location Time Literature Examples 

Fantasy 

Myth 

Mysteries 

Traditional 

Literature 
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Complete the chart. 



Location Genre Definition Location Time Literature Examples 

Realistic 

Fiction 

fictional stories from the 

writer's imagination, but 

is true to life 

Real Locations Usually Present 

Because of Winn-Dixie 

Hatchet 

Wonder 

Walk Two Moons 

Dear Mr. Henshaw 

The Lemonade War 

Frindle 

Science 

Fiction  

 

a story that imagines a 

futuristic or alien world 
Outer Space   Future 

A Wrinkle in Time 

Mrs. Frisby and the Rats 

of NIMH 

Ender’s Game 

Historical 

Fiction 

a story that blends 

historical facts in a 

fictional story 

Real Location  Past 

I Survived Series 

Number the Stars 

The Whipping Boy 

Bud, Not Buddy 

Island of the Blue 

Dolphins 

Fairy Tales 

stories with imaginary 

characters such as 

witches, giants and 

elves, dragons, ogres, or 

fairies 

Magical 

Kingdom  
Usually Past 

Little Red Riding Hood 

Cinderella 

Hansel and Gretel 

Rapunzel 

Beauty and the Beast 
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Answer Key 



Location Genre Definition Location Time Literature Examples 

Fantasy 

fiction with a large 

amount of imagination 

in it 

Often new 

Worlds or 

Imagery 

Places on 

Earth 

Varies 

Charlotte’s Web 

Coraline 

The Wonderful Wizard of 

Oz 

The BFG 

Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory 

James and the Giant 

Peach 

Myth 

a very old story that 

explains features of the 

natural world such as 

why the sun rises each 

morning, where thunder 

comes from, or why the 

ocean has waves 

Heaven and 

Earth  
Past 

Greek Myths including 

Arachne the Spinner, 

Daedalus and Icarus, 

Midas And The Golden 

Touch, and Orpheus and 

Eurydice 

Percy Jackson and the 

Lightning Thief 

Mysteries 

a novel or short story in 

which a detective 

investigates and solves 

a crime 

Usually 

Everyday 

Locations 

Past or Present 

The Westing Game 

From the Mixed-Up Files of 

Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler 

Harriet the Spy 

Chasing Vermeer 

Traditional 

Literature 

Stories that have been 

passed down including 

myths, epics, legends, 

tall tales, fables, and 

religious stories. 

Unspecified 

Place 

Usually 

Unknown Time 

Epic – Homer’s Iliad and 

Odyssey 

Fable – The Lion and the 

Mouse 

Tall Tall – Johnny 

Appleseed 

Religious – Noah and the 

Ark 
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Answer Key 



Activity # 5 - Clues to the Setting 
 

Ways the setting is revealed include: 

• by dialogue between characters  

• with descriptive passages  

• through action  

• by how the characters speak or act 

 
Select novels you have read. Have students categorize the 
way they 

Examples from The Lemonade War 

DIALOGUE - Megan asks Jessie if she would like to go to the 
North Shore. [Only 10 states have locations called the North 
Shore.] 

DIALOGUE – Jessie asks Evan if he wants to go to the 7 Eleven.  
[7 Elevens are located in 32 states.] 

DESCRIPTIVE PASSAGES – The Treski house, garage, and the 
neighborhood are described by a narrator. 

ACTION – Evan remembers that location is important when 
selling lemonade. He wants to go to a place where many 
people will likely buy lemonade, so he goes to the town 

center. Note: Once Evan arrives at the town center 
descriptive passages describe what it looks like. 
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Credits 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Dsart
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Monster-Wrangler-Mike
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Graphics-From-The-Pond
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Scrappin-Doodles
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Doodle-Dad-Designs
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teachers-Resource-Force
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Clip-Guy-Graphics


Visit my website at  

http://bookunitsteacher.com/ 

  

Visit me on  

http://www.pinterest.com/lindagaymiller/ 
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